INCOMING CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

SECRET

ROUTINE

From: [ ]

To: [ ]

Action: [ ]

INFORMATION: IR (4-5), AD/SAO (6), OPS (7), STC (8), S/C (9-10-11).

29 JAN 52

IN 16927

Paraphrase Not Required. Handle as SECRET Correspondence per Para. 51 (1) MIL AR 310-3

TO: WASHFG

CITE [ ]

REF WASH 24629 (OUT. 52650)

1. SUGGEST ADD FOLLOWING: [ ]

2. CANNOT SAY ALL ON LIST ARE COMMIES BUT THEIR LEANINGS ARE SUCH THAT CONSIDERED DANGEROUS OUR INTERESTS. NOTE YOU INCLUDED [ ]

3. MINIMUM ACTION OF ARREST AND DEPORTATION ALL ON LIST SHOULD BE A NEW GOVERNMENT'S DESIRE. CONSIDER DOUBTFUL NEW GOVT COULD LONG CONTROL WITHOUT DEPORTATION MAJORITY ON LIST.

0115Z 30 JAN 52

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE